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Signature and certificate omission strategies

Omit certificates (3) and certificate verification (4)

If receivers already know the sender’s certificate, the certificate 

does not need to be attached to the beacon(3). If receivers 

have verified the certificate in earlier beacons, the verification 

can be skipped (4).

In critical cases new neighbors receive beacons that do not 

contain a certificate without having received this certificate 

earlier. This leads to “not instantly verifiable beacons” that can 

later be verified after receiving the certificate.

We propose a Neighbor-based Certificate Omission strategy 

where nodes attach certificates to a beacon whenever their 

neighbor table has changed.

Securing beacon messages creates overhead

Adding cryptographic integrity protection to beacon messages 

enlarges packets and requires additional computations by 

sender and receiver. Packets need to carry the packet 

signature and certificate of the sender. When using efficient 

Elliptic-Curve-Cryptography, this requires about 160 extra 

bytes per beacon. Senders must calculate the signature; 

receivers must verify the signature and the certificate. 

Omit signature verification (5)

All beacons carry signatures and certificates. To save 

computational overhead, a receiver decides to verify only a 

certain percentage of beacon signatures. Selection of beacon 

signatures to be verified can be periodic, context-adaptive, or 

situation-aware.

Context-adaptive signature verification:

1.predict future movement of neighbor vehicles

(e.g. using Kalman filter)

2.if observed movement deviates significantly from expected 

behavior, verify signature

3.else omit signature verification

Omit signatures (2) (5)

Periodic signature omission: sign only every nth packet. Signed 

packets provide trusted information that is filled up with 

untrusted information that is sent at a higher rate. If untrusted

information deviates significantly from trusted data, it may be 

disregarded.

Situation-based signature omission: All beacons are unsigned 

by default. If vehicles detect potentially dangerous situation 

(e.g. two vehicles approaching each other at high speeds) 

subsequent beacons are signed.
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Neighbor-based Certificate Omission:
Percentage of not instantly verifiable beacons

Simulation-based evaluation of 

neighbor-based certificate omission 

shows that 20% to 95% of 

certificates can be omitted. At the 

same time, less than 3% of beacons 

where not instantly verifiable due to 

missing certificates at the receiver.

Simulation settings: JiST/SWANS; 

STRAW/highway mobility model; 

node velocity 25 m/s (city), 40 m/s

(highway); 60 / 300 s simulation 

time; 5 / 10 runs per parameter set.


